Special Offer for our Partners
International Summer Schools at RWTH Aachen University
Every year, we are happy to welcome undergraduate students
from all over the world who want to seize the opportunity to
spend an excellent academic summer in Germany at the topranked RWTH Aachen University. To encourage international
student mobility and to promote the cooperation between the
RWTH International Academy gGmbH and your institution,

we would like to ease the way for your students to participate
in our short programmes. All Summer School courses offered
by the RWTH International Academy are uniquely designed
for international undergraduate students who want to gain
insight into one of Germany’s Universities of Excellence.
We turn education into an experience!

Would You Like to Benefit from our Special Group Packages?
The Summer Schools at the RWTH Aachen University offer
a truly dynamic and engaging academic and cultural
environment for its international guests. During their stay in

Aachen, your students have the opportunity to take part in
state of the art and hands-on approaches to technical learning
at one of Europe’s leading science and research institutions.

Your advantages:

Conditions:

•

•

•

•

A 15% discount on the total fee, with participation
of at least 10 qualified students from your institution. The special offer covers*: all lectures and
laboratory courses, accommodation, breakfast,
lunch, all meals during social events, field trips,
social events, and a local public transport ticket for
the duration of the programme.
Free choice: All of our programmes are open for
your institution and students can individually decide
which subject they would like to specialise in.
The possibility to combine two or more different
programmes.

•

•

Participation of at least 10 students eligible for the
respective Summer School programmes (fees to be
transferred in a single payment by your institution)
Support in the selection process of your participants (preselection according to the criteria of the
RWTH International Academy)
A contract between the partner university and the
RWTH International Academy

*Not included are travel expenses to and from Aachen. Participants have
to provide their own meals on weekends and in the evening and have a
personal budget for their individual needs.
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Programme Structure
Excellent Science and
Research

Our Summer School courses in Mechanical Engineering, Natural Sciences and Management
offer international students the opportunity to take part in excellent science and research at
the RWTH Aachen University. The University is highly acclaimed internationally for its development of innovative answers to the most pressing global challenges. Its success in Germany‘s
Excellence Initiative reflects its outstanding reputation for research and education in the fields
of science, technology, and engineering.

German Language and Culture

Thanks to the university’s “BeBuddy” programme, international students have the chance
to immerse themselves in the vibrant student community. Participants will get to know Aachen
from a student’s perspective: They learn more about academic and cultural practices in
Germany with the support of their German “Buddies” who are typically students enrolled
at the RWTH Aachen University and offer first-hand experiences in and around the campus,
conveying an authentic picture of university life.

Social Events

During the Summer School programmes, the RWTH International Academy offers different
cultural events in Aachen and its surroundings (the three-border region where the frontiers of
Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands meet); visits to UNESCO World Heritage sites and
excursions to Cologne, Düsseldorf or Bonn; on-site company visits at RWTH’s industrial partners;
intercultural training; cooking and dancing nights, sport events, BBQs, and many other activities.

Programme Offer 2017
2-week programmes

Systematic Product Innovation
Mechatronic Systems Engineering and Product Innovation
Smart Electrical Power Systems - NEW Sustainable Energy Technology - NEW -

3-week programmes

Robotics for Future Industrial Applications
Production Technology meets Industry 4.0
Automation and Simulation
Geometry Processing for Digital Fabrication - NEW German Engineering, Language and Culture (exclusive for our Japanese partner universities)

4-week programme

Automotive and Mobility Studies

1-week modules

Aachen International Summer School in Data Science and Research Methods

Contact

Dr. Alexandra Pereira Martins (Mrs.)
RWTH International Academy
www.summerschool-in-germany.com
summerschool@academy.rwth-aachen.de
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